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PRIVACY AND SECURITY ISSUES IN INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Rein Turn and Willis H. Ware

Abstract —— A law now in effect in the United States requires protection of
individual privacy in computerized personal information record—keeping sys-

tems maintained by the federal government. Similar laws apply in certain

state and local governments. Legislation has also been introduced ~o

extend the requirements for privacy protection to the private sphere. *Cen_

tral in privacy protection are the rights of an individual to know what

data are maintained on him , challenge their veracity and relevance , limit

their nonroutine use or dissemination , and be assured that their quality ,

integrity , and confidentiality are maintained. In all computer systems

that maintain and process valuable information , or provide services to

multiple users ccncurrently, it is necessary to provide security safeguards

against UI!~ .’ thorized access , use , or modif ications of any data file.—~ This

diff icult problem has not yet been solved in the general case.’ Computer

systems must also be protected against unauthorized use , disruption of

operations , and physical damage .. The growing number of computer app lica— f TTT~7— ---~~-.

t ions Involving valuable inform~t\ton or assets plus the growing number of

~~~~ ~~~~~criminal actions directed against ~~mputer app lications and systems or

perpetrated by using computers underscore the need for finding effective

solutions to the computer security problem. In the futur’~, concerns for ;~u I o ~~~~~,- ~
no ., 

~
,p r iv . lc v  and  security mti~ t beco m e integr al in the plann ing and dc’.~ign of

computer system s and their app lications. i
*
This paper was prepared for publication the November 1976 issue (the

25th anniversary issue) of the IEEE Transactions on Computers. 
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I. THE EMERGING PROBLEMS

Privacy and security are problems associated with computer systems and

applications that were not foreseen until well into the second half of the

present computer age. Privacy’ is an issue that concerns the computer

community in connection with maintaining personal information on individual

citizens in computerized- record—keeping systems. It deals with the rights

of the individual regarding the collection of information in a record—keep-

ing system about his person and activities , and the processing , dissemina-

tion , storage , and use of this information in making determinations about

him. This last aspect is a long standing legal and social problem that has

become associated with the computer field mainly because computerized

record—keeping systems are much more efficient than the manual systems they

have rep laced , and because they permit linkages between record—keeping sys-

tems and correlations of records on a much greater scale than previously

possible in manual systems. Thus , threats to individual privacy from manual ‘ 1

record—keeping systems are potentially amplified in computerized systems.

Computer security includes the procedural and technical measures re-

quired (a) to prevent unauthorized access, mod if ica t ion, use , and dissemina-

t ion of data stored or processed in a computer sys tem , (b)  to prevent any

deliberate denial of service , and (c) to protec t the system in its entirety

from physical harm. The ac cess control requirements are par ticu larly iTnpor—

tant in time—shared and multiprogramined systems in which multip le users are

served concurrently——jobs processed concurrentl y must he prevented from

interfering wi th each other and users mus t be prevented from ga ining

unauthorized access to each others ’ data or programs. When classified

defense information is stored or processed in a system , the mutual 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - -—------ - -—--  __ _ . _~~~ - --- 
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isolation of users is called the multilevel security problem : how can a

system permit concurrent processing of information in different security

classification categories , and concurrent use of the system by users who

have different security clearances , while still guaranteeing that no

classified information is leaked , accidentally or deliberately ,  to those

who do not possess appropriate authorizations and security clearances.

Privacy and security emerged separately as problem areas in the coni—

puter field in the mid—1960s. The privacy cause célèbre was a recommenda-

tion in 1965 that a Data Service Center be established within the federal

government to be a centralized data base of all personal information

collected by federal agencies for statistical purposes [1]. This corn—

puterized system , also known as the National Data Bank , was to be used

only for obtaining statistics in support of f ede ra l  programs and declsi.rns.

The proposal received a strong ly negative reaction from the Congress , news

media , the legal community, and the public . U n f o r t u n a t e l y ,  many of i t s

critics have associated the envisioned threats to indiv idua l priva :y and

other freedoms that  such a system was c lai~a - d to pose ~~ r ” v i l  with the use

of computers.  Ga ther ing  of c r i b—to—grave  dossiers  on indi v idu al s arid

establishment of a comprehensive sys tem of data s u r v e i l l a i h . e ~‘e rc p c r c c i v e d

to be d i rec t  consequences of the  computer ’s presence.

Congressional hearings were held on the National Data Bank 12 ,31, and

eventually the project was abandoned . Testimony given by computer special-

ists [4,5] at these and subsequent hearings exposed legislators , perhaps

for the first time , to the potential of computer technology ,is a force to

both cause and drive societal change and to the need for legislative

ac t ion to surround computer applica t ions tha t may produce harmf ul im pa ct s
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on society with appropriate legal safeguards. Since then, many papers and

books have analyzed the privacy problem and offered solutions [6—91 ; there

is now a general consensus that the legislative approach , rather than

reliance on self—policing by record—keeping agencies, is a preferred

approach to solving the privacy protection problem in the United States.

Different solutions have been proposed In other countries where there is a

similar concern with threats to individual privacy [10,11].

Initial steps to solving the privacy problem in record—keeping systems

have addressed specific sectors of society : the Fair Credit Reporting Act

of 1971 grants certain rights to individuals who are data subjects in their

relations with the financial credit reporting industry [12], the Privacy

Act of 1974 requires privacy protection in record—keeping systems in the

federal government [13], and the Family Educational Right and Privacy Act

extends privacy protection to students ’ records in federally supported

educational institutions [14]. Legislation generally similar to the

Privacy Act has been enacted in Minnesota, Arkansas , and Utah and is pend-

ing In many others. At the present time, federal privacy bills encompas sing

the entire private sector and the criminal justice area are pending in

Congress. The principles embodied in the already enac ted and pend ing leg is-

lation and certain requirements they pose on record—keeping organizations

are discussed in detail in Section II.

The first apprehension with computer security began In the 1950s with

concern over degaussing of magne t ic tapes and prev ent ing dissemination of

classified information via electromagnet ti emanations. By the mid—1960s

time—sharing and multiprogramm ing allowed computer systems to serve many

users simultaneously, and on-line prograimning , job execution , and data file

.

~ 
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manipulations could be performed from remotely located terminals. In such

systems , as first discussed at the 1967 SprIng Joint Computer Conference

[15—171, security problems are different ; there are many vulnerabilities

which can be exploited by maliciously motivated users or by intruders from

outside the system to perpetrate a variety of threats. Section III dis—

cusses these vulnerabilities and threats. Solutions to the physical

security problem are now well in hand , but totally secure software and

consequently, totally secure computer systems are still unattainable.

__________ -- --~~ — .-— -— - - -~~~~-- —--a--——
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II. PRIVACY PROTECTION PRINCIPLES

In the early 1970s, computerization of personal information record—

keeping systems maintained by the federal , state , and local governments and

in the private sector expandeti rapidly . For example, it was emphasized

during Congressional hearings on record—keeping systems maintained by the

federal government that- nearly two thousand such systems existed , contain-

ing hundreds of millions of personal records [18—20].

Proliferation of record—keeping systems has come to pass partly

(a) because of the increasing size of the population plus the complex lives

individuals lead ; (b) because of the demand for services that society now

makes on the government ; (c) because of the need for improved efficiency in

the conduct of government ; and (d) because of the economics realizable in

business. Contemporary computer technology provides society with the tool

that it needs to accommodate growing information requirements, not only for

the conduct of government but also for industry and commerce.

A study for the National Academy of Sciences [21] has demonstrated

that, contrary to earlier beliefs, a great majority of organizations that

have computerized their record—keeping systems have not significantly

altered the data—collection and data—sharing policies followed in earlier

manual systems. In particular , computerized record—keeping is still

expensive enough generally to deter excessive collection of personal in—

formation.

Privacy and Record-Keeping

Surrounded by record—keep ing systems that contain extensive personal

information about him , the citizen finds that he is increasingly in a 

—- -  — -“- - -— - 
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position of significant disadvantage in the balance of power bet~’een him-

self and the totality of data systems. He has given personal information

to a record—keeping system for some purpose , usually because he expects in

exchange some right, privilege, benefit , opportunity , or assurance of civil

liberty. He expects that this information will be used for the purpose

for which he gave it and In his best interest , certainly not in any way to

his detriment. He does not expect to be annoyed , pressured , harassed , or

harmed by its use.

An organization that holds personal data does so usually for some valid

purpose; for example, it must administer a public assistance program , or

operate a teaching institution , or maintain an inventory of some group of

people such as property holders , customers, or persons wanted by the criminal

justice system. Thus, the holder of personal information and the individual

each have an interest in the proper use of such information. Neither should

have unilateral control over its use; mutuality of control is appropriate.

This paper addresses personal privacy as it relates to the interface

between an individual and any record—keeping system that holds personal

information on him. Invasion of privacy implies that the holder of personal

information has misused it to the detriment of one or more individuals , or

has exploited it in some fashion other than for the purpose for which it was

collected .

A pivotal aspect of the privacy issue is the present one—sided control

that the “data owner” has over the use of personal information ; in contrast ,

some argue that data on a given individual should belong to that individual

and to no one else. Except in isolated categories of data , an individual

has nothing to say about the use of information that he has given about h im-

self or that has been collected about him . In particular , an organization 

- ~~-— ---- - --~~~~—- - - -----— - --~~~~-- -~~~~~~~~~- “ 
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can acquire information for one purpose and use it for another , perhaps

for its own bureaucratic end , perhaps for harassment , or perhaps for corn—

bining it with other data to create more extensive records on individuals.

Moreover , the data owner can do this without consulting or informing the

data subject. While recourse is now available to the individual in such

sectors as the credit industry , federally controlled record—keeping sys-

tems, some educational institutions , and in some state and local govern-

ments, generally the private sector Is not legislatively constrained.

The Code of Fair Information Practices

Privacy is not a right explicitly enumerated in the United States

Constitution, although it Is in the California and Alaska constitutions.

Furthermore, until recently the entire concept of privacy protection as it

applies to personal information in record—keeping systems had not been

developed . In related areas such as eavesdropping , wiretapping , and use

of polygraphs, a series of court interpretations had applied various

Amendments of the Constitution, such as the fourth amendment ’s right to

security from unreasonable search and seizure. However , these were not

readily and naturally applicable to information privacy.

A very different approach to individual privacy vis—a—vis record—

keeping systems, in the context used in this paper (i.e., the rights of

individuals regarding the collection , processing , storage, dissemination ,

and use of personal information), is the concept of a Code of Fair Informa-

tion Practices. It was conceived by the Special Advisory Committee on

Automated Personal Data Systems to the Secretary of the Department of

Health , Education and Welfare [22], and rested on five pr inciples that 

. _  _ _ _ _-
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had been talked about by many people but not succinctly and comprehensively

considered as a whole p’ior to the HEW Committee.

Both the concept of a Code and its details are now widely used as the

foundation of privacy legislation in the United States, and its applicabil—

ity is being studied in other countries. The five basic principles of the

Code are equally applicable to personal information record—keeping systems

in the government and in the private sector :

1. There must be no personal data record—keeping systems

whose very existence is secret.

2. There must be a way for an individual to find out what

Information about him is on record and how it is used .

3. There must be a way for an individual to correct or amend

a record of identifiable information about him.

4. There must be a way for an individual to prevent informa-

tion about him that was obtained for one purpose from

being used or made available for other purposes without

his consent.

5. Any organization creating , maintaining , using , or dis—

seminating records of identifiable personal data must

guarantee the reliability of the data for their intended

use and must take precautions to prevent misuse of the

data.

Legislation based on these principles would deter the misuse of per—

sonal information by stipulating that any deviation from the Code would be

an abuse of personal information subject to criminal and civil sanctions ,

recovery of punitive and actual damages, and injunctive relief .

- —---_—---~~~_ __ -_4
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Privacy Safeguards

It was intended by the HEW Committee that the Code of Fair Information

Practices would be implemented by a series of safeguards which collectively

specify the preferred behavior and method of operation of record—keeping

systems and which describe the rights and privileges of the individuals

relative to them.

One set of safeguards would require an annual public notice that is in-

tended to inform the public at large as to the name of a record system, its

nature and purpose, its data sources , the categories of data maintained ,

the organizational policies and practices regarding data storage , and so

forth. It would make visible the record—keeping practices of organizations.

A second set of safeguards would stipulate the behavior of an organi-

zation maintaining a personal data record system . The organization would

be required (a) to identify a focal point to whom complaints could come;

(b) to take affirmative action to inf arm its employees of the safeguards

and to specify penalties for any infraction of them; (c) to take precautions

against transferring Identifiable personal information to data systems that

may not Include adequate safeguards; and (d) to maintain records with suff~-

cient accuracy , completeness, timeliness, and pertinence as is relevant to

their intended use.

A third set of safeguards gives the individual data subject certain

rights: (a) When asked to supply personal data , he would be informed

whether he is legally required to or may refuse to supply them; (b) he

would be informed , upon his request , whether he is a subject En a given

data system ; (c) he would have the opportunity to inspect the record , to

challenge it , and to cause corrections to be made; and (d) he would be

- -~-——-- - - — — _ — -  

_~~_—~~~~~~~ —-~ -—-- -_
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assured that data about him are used only for the stated purposes of the

system .

Confidentiality of Statistical Data

In contrast to privacy, which refers to the rights of the Lndividual

vis—a—vis record systems , confidentia~~~1 implies that the data themselvos

must be protected , and that the i r  use must  be conf ined  to authorized pur-

poses by authorized people. Certain categories of personal information

have a confidential Status by statute. For examp le , the per’~onal dat~i

gathered  in the Uni ted  S t a t e s  decennia l  census are required  to  be kept  t on—

fidential by federal law [ 2 3] ;  this means that no individuall y identified

census responses may be disseminated to anyone outs ide  the  Census B u r e a u ,

and even wi th in  the Bureau onl y spec i f i ca l ly au thor i zed  emp loyees  are  per-

mi t ted  access.

Most categories of personal in fo rmat ion  do not enjoy s t a t u t o ry  pro —

tection. Disclosure of such information may be compelled by 1c~~i~ ~ro~ ess ,

such as a subpoena issued by a court , search warrant , leg islative c nimit t &-o .

or other official body that has jurisdiction in the localit \- ~..h~ - t e  he d i i

are kept. Personal information gathered by educ ational institutions and h’

research projects in social , political , and behavioral Sc iences ~ susce;’t-

ible to such procedures.

Absence of statutory confidentiality of personal inf~ r ThuL ion ga l  l o t  I d

for research purposes is a serious concern to researchers whose ~t uilio ~ re-

quire the gathering of sensitive personal information . ~4hilu the r - ~. arHi~ 1

may have the best of intentions as far as preventing any disseminat ion of

identified information (and may even assure his respondents of it s cool i-

dentlality), if faced with a subpoena he has the choice of either being in 

_ - ---_ ~----___ --~ --———----- -- - - -  —- - - -~~--- - -- -_-~ — - - -—----—-
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contempt and suffering rh penalties or of surrendering the data [24]. In

either case his research project has been seriously damaged .

The Code of Fair Information Practices addresses this problem by seek-

ing federal legislation to protect statistical reporting or research data

against compulsory disclosure through the legal process. Such statutory

protection should : (a) be limited to data identifiable with or traceable

to specific individuals; (b) be specific enough to qualify for nondisclosure

exemption under the Freedom of Information Act [25]; and (c) be applicable

to data in the custody of all statistical reporting and research systems

whether supported by federal funds or not. The federal law should be con-

trolling ; no state statute should interfere with the protection provided .

Whether or not general statutory confidentiality protection is pro-

vided for statistical reporting or research data , the Code would require

that the data gathering organization:

1. Inform the individual whether he is legally required to

supply the data requested or may refuse, and of any speci-

fic consequences for him , which are known to the organiza-

tion , of providing or not providing such data;

2. Guarantee that no use of ind ividually identifiable data

will be made that is not within the stated purposes of

the sys tem as understood by the indiv idual , unless the

informed consent of the individual has been exp licitl y

obtained ; and

3. Guarantee t h a t  no da t a  about an Ind i v i d u al  w i l l  be made

ava il ~ib Ic from the svst em in response to a i -ompul  sory

1 ega 1 process , on I i - s n  t h e  I ‘lI I vldtia I to whom t h e  d a t  a 

---_- - _-~~~ --~~~~~~~~~~~~ -_~~_ --  ~~~----
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pertains has been notified of the demand and has been

afforded full access to the data before they are made

available in response to the demand.

Privacy Legislation

The principal privacy protection law now in force , the Privacy Act of

1974 , applies to record—keeping systems maintained by federal agencies,

except that intelligence, criminal justice, and law enforcement agencies

and the National Archives either have exemptions or may seek exemption by

formal rule—making procedures. The Act embodies the principles set forth

in the Code of Fair Information Practices such as: (a) requiring that all

agencies publish an annual notice on their record—keeping system ; (b) re—

quiring that an agency notify an individual , upon his request , of the

existence of any records of personal information on him ; (c) granting the

individual the right of access to his records and their correction or

amendment ; (d) requiring that the agency obtain prior approval from the

individual concerned for any nonroutine use or dissemination of his records;

and (e) providing penalties , both criminal and civil , that can be levied

for failure to comply.

In addition , the Privacy Act established a Privacy Protec tion Stud y

Commission with a charter to study record—keeping system s in governmental

and private organizations not yet covered by the Privacy Act , in order to

recommend whether the Act , and which of its provisions , should he extended

to cover these systems.

Pend~ng in Congress is a bill , H.R. 1984, which would extend the

Privacy Act to record—keeping systems in the p r i v a t e  sec tor  and w o u l d

strengthen numerous requirements of the present Act. For examp le ,

_
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(a) notices would have to be published in local or regional news media that

are most likely to reach the largest number of data subjects; (b) individ-

uals would have to be notified of their records on the agency ’s own ini-

tiative; (c) the use of Social Security numbers , or any other universal

identifiers , would be prohibited if not required by statute or unless

given permission by Congress ; (d) the only exemptions would be active

criminal Investigation tiles , data systems maintained by the news media ,

and certain mailing lists. Penalties for noncomp liance would be strength-

ened , and a Feder~ 1 Privacy Board would be established to oversee enforce-

ment of the Act.

Implementation and Cos ts

There are a number of procedural and technical ways of implementing

the privacy protection requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, state pri-

vacy laws, and pending privacy protection bills. For example , organizations

that are in regular correspondence with individuals in their record—keeping

systems can use such means for notifying them of the existence of records.

Requirements of the Privacy Act to assure that records are “accurate , com-

plete , timely, and relevant for agency purposes ,” and that the agency

“establish the appropriate administrative , technical , and physical safe-

guards to Insure the security and confidentiality of records” involve

three categories of technical safeguards: information management practices ,

physical security procedures , and data security controls within the system

and its communications. No part of a system by itself is likel y to offer

protection against all risks ol privacy violation , but by careful selection

of safeguards that reflect the needs of the data system being considered ,

the level of protection can usuall y be improved significantl y at reasonable
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cost [261. Safeguards for data security are discussed briefly in the fo l low-

ing section .

The cost of Implemen ting privacy safeguards depends on the details of

the record—keeping system and the implementation [27,28]. Initial cost

inclu-les the analysis , design , and implementation of the protection system

safeguards; acquisition of protection—oriented equipment ; improvement of

data handling practices and generation of the necessary software; conversion

of the data bases to make provisions for protection—oriented data fields;

and management adjustments. The operational costs includ e salaries of

employees performing protection—oriented tasks, the cost of computer re-

sources for protection—oriented processing and communication task, and the

administrative cost of privacy protection.

Other protection—related costs may be less visible. For example, pro—

tection requirements may reduce the availability of a record—keeping system

to other users, as well as reducing the system ’s throughput and efficiency.

If such reductions are significant , the record—keeping system may be unable

to meet its peak inquiry—handling or processing demands , and may need addi—

tional or faster processors or additional storage configuration capacity.

In this respect privacy protection may be in conflict with the usual goals

of a system’s manager and users.

No information is yet available on the cost experience of federal or

state agencies under the Privacy Art of 1974; hut It has been estimated

that the initial costs are approxim ately $100 million and the recurring

costs $200 million . On a per—c i p i t i  h i . i s , t h r ~ i - c o - I s  ar t  q u i t e  reason-

a b l e — — r o u g h l y a d o l l a r  b r  t o - l i  p . r - ~~o i l l  t h e - 1 1 1 ) 1  r~ . 1 ow - v t - t  • much

higher  costs have been ost imated t -r tb1 ;~ 
l v i i i -  -o- t i r , m d  crt .m i n l v

_ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _  
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the basis over which to spread the costs is much smaller . Clearly, legis—

latures mus t take care not to specif y protection requirements that would

entail unreasonable implementation costs or that may be even technicall y

infeasible.

-

~
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III. COMPUTER SECURITY

Ia addit ion to supporting legally mandated privacy protection require-

ments , there are other compelling reasons for maintaining computer and data

security . Computers in the federal government process classified informa-

tion on national defense policies, systems, and plans. In business and

industry , valuable information on new product development , marketing ,

finances, and ~1anning are kept in computer systems . The financial conunun—

ity is automating banking and funds transfer systems ; Electronic Funds

Transfer Systems (EFTS) will eventually replace a large percentage of

financial documents with electronic signals and magnetization patterns .

Computer Abuse

Computerization of daily business operations has provided new opportuni-

ties and new means for such white—collar crimes as embezzlement , falsifica—

tion of records , fraud , and larceny. Case histories demonstrate employees

who manage or design data systems, write application programs , or operate

the equipment have recognized opportunities for criminal acts [29,30].

Abuses that the computer makes especially easy are payments for fictitious

purchases or to ficticious employees , manipulation of credit levels , and

deposits of unauthorized payments into various accounts. Consol idation of

record—keeping systems into computerized systems creates highl y central-

ized , easily identifiable targets for disruption , sabotage , or fraudulent

manipulation . Table 1 summarizes a history of computer abuse incidents.

As previously noted , computer security includes safeguards to (1) proW

tect a computer—based system , inc luding its physical hardware , personn e l ,

and data against deliberate or accidental damage ; (2) prot&- t the system

ItIli.__ --- ~- _ -- __- ___-_~- -- _ - - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
- :--~---- :-——---- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~~~~~ .-- -—--~------ - -—.——--— - - — - P,-
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. -against denial ot use by its rightful owners , and (3) protect i n f o r m a t i o n

or data against divulgence to unauthorized recipients. Threats that must

be averted include natural disasters , riots , equipment failures , neg ligent

or maliciously motivated employees and users , and external intruders.

Although manual record—keeping systems and data files are subject to

similar threats, certain characteristics of information storage and pro—

cessing in computer systems make threats to them more serious. First ,

information is stored in forms not directly readable by users , e.g., mag-

netization, voltage—levels. They can be changed without a trace of evi—

dence unless comprehensive audit trails have been incorporated into the

system design. Computerized records do not have signatures or seals to

verify authenticity or to distinguish copies from originals , and they can

be manipulated electronically from terminals remote from the physical stor—

age of the data. Transactions can be performed automatically at high speed

without human monitoring or intervention. Finally , processing rules are

expressed as programs stored in the same devices and in the same manner as

the data; they too can be changed without trace. While processing programs

are difficult to validate , a properly designed and imp lemen ted comput er ized

information system can control errors and manage access to the records much

more effectively than can any manual record—keep ing sys tem , provided such

controls have been included in the design specifications.

Security Safeguards

It is now reasonably well understood how to provide computer security

[15,16,31]. In particular , it is understood that:

1. Physical safeguards such as locks , fire protection , water pro—

tec tion, and so forth to prevent physical damage t o  the equip—

ment and its associated information .

_ _ _ _ _ _
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2. Computer hardware safeguards such as memory protect , are

essential to implement an access control mechanism between

user and computer file and to isolate users from one

another -

3. Software safeguards such as a file access control scheme

must be provided to create , in conjunction with hardware, a

protective barrier between a user and data files to which

he is not authorized while permitting his access to those

which he is.

4. Connnun1ca~ 1on safeguards must be provided when necessary

to assure secrecy of information when in transit over

communication channels.

5. Personnel safeguards such as background checks, bonding ,

training , and disciplinary actions are required to deter

potential leakage of information due to an individual’s

actions.

6. An administrative and management overlay must be created

that oversees all aspects of the security safeguard sys-

tem; inspects , tests and audits them ; and controls move-

ment of people , magnetic discs , magnetic tapes, paper , etc.

Thus , within a conceptual security fence one finds the computer

with its software and application programs , communication circuits , termi—

nals , data files and support personnel.

The techniques for providing physical security to the computer s~-stvm

are in hand J32 ,33]. A variety of equi pment and techniques exist for con—

trolling fires -In computer rooms , preventing unauthorized ph’;slral access , 

---- -- - - -  -------- ---
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prov iding safe storage , and the like. Nevertheless , their applicatior. in

a given system requires careful analysis of the threat and engineering.

For example , a ceiling water sprinkler system may not be appropriate in a

computer room ; and although a tear gas dispensing system may deter a riot-

ing mob , it can also corrode computer circuitry .

A differen t set of techniques deals with protection of programs and

data within the computer system against unauthorized access or modifica-

tion. Such access may be obtained accidentally due to hardware or soft-

ware errors , or by intent as a result of a preplanned penetration opera-

tion . In the latter case the ability of a penetrator to gain access to

protected resources depends on the sophistication of the security safe-

guards employed , as well as on the structure of the compu ter system and

the services it provides to its users. For example , a remotely access ible ,

time—shared system which permits users to submit their own assembly lan-

guage programs offers more opportunities for penetration than a system

in which users cannot submit programs and are limited to performing a

fixed set of transactions. Security tests have demonstrated that at pre—

sent there exist no resource—sharing computer systems that do not yield

to sustained penetration attempts [34].

Data security techniques are intended to counter threats that can be

reasonably expec ted to be directed against the system or , if absolute

prevention is impossible or impractical , at least to increase the cost of

penetration and the risk to the penetrator to levels where the possible

prof it from penetration is no longer advantageous . The methodology for

performing threat analyses , assessing the level of the system ’s security,

and design ing a cost—effec tive security system is still befn~ devel oped ,

but guidelines are available [26,33] .

— _- _J.~~~~~ 4_~~~~~~~~~~~~ __ _ _ ~~~~ —
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The objectives of implementing security techniques in computer hard—

ware and software include the following:

1. Isolation of users and their processes (programs in execu-

tion) from each other and from the system~s supervisory

programs to prevent interference with each other or with

the supervisor and to prevent a user from capturing control

of the system;

2. Positive identification of all users and authentication of

their identities ; attachment of unforgeable identifiers to

all programs being processed ;

3. Total control by the system’s supervisory program over all

shared system resources (memory space, data files , sub-

routines, input—outpu t devices , communications , etc.) and

over all processes;

4. Concealment of information on removable storage media and

in communication channels by encryption techniques ;

5. Implementation of effective integrity controls and audit-

ing procedures to assure that security safeguards operate

correctly and that users follow security procedures.

Techniques for implementing security objectives are briefly discussed

below; details can be found in recent literature [35].

Isolation and Identification

A conceptually simple way to isolate users is to process their programs

one at a time, completely erasing any portion of memory that has been used

before processing the next job. This approach is still practiced in 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ --—-— ----——-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~- —--
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processing classified government data , but it is unnatural , wasteful in

modern resource—sharing systems, and does not exploit third—generation

capabilities. An elementary isolation technique is to bound the memory

space assigned to a user and test each memory reference for compliance

with the bounds.

A major advantage of contemporary computer system s is the ability of

users to share programs and data among themselves. However , the owners of

shared resources must be able to specify to the system who is to access

data and what processing actions each may take. In return , the system

must be able to enforce rigid rules not only under static predetermined

conditions, but also under dynamic conditions when authorization changes

occur frequently. In a dynamic situation, an authorized user may generate

new processes and data files and wish to pass selected access rights to

others, to retract previously granted rights, or to specify the rights—

passing conditions within the new processes themselves. Clearly, manage—

ment of access rights is a complicated task that must be implemented in

the operating system software. Techniques for this are discussed in

Ref. 35.

No access control technique can work effectively without an ability to

identify users and authenticate the identification. Commonly used identi—

fication techniques include a user name, person number , or account number

as supplied by the user. Authentication may be based on something the

user knows, is , or has. The first category includes passwords , comb inations

to locks, or some facts from a person ’s background . Passwords are widely

used and can be quite effective it they are properly chosen , managed , and

safeguarded . They should not be (a) easy to guess , (h) e-x -e~ sivclv long

-- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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or complicated , or (c) printed out at terminals; and (d) they should be

changed frequently.

Authentication can also he based on automated recognition of some

hard—to—forge physical characteristic of the individual. (e.g., finger—

prints , voice print , signature , or hand dimensions) . Automated recogni-

tion techniques are still being developed and so far tend to be expensive.

In :he third category , “something i r~erson has ,” are computer—readable

bad ges and cards . Typ ically , they contain authentication information

(which should be unknown to the individual) on a magnetic strip part of

the card , which can be encrypted to prevent forgeries. if possession by

users is mandatory , and penalties are levied for noncomp liance , careless

handling would be sharply reduced .

Encrypt ion

Cryp tographic techniques can be used in communication links between

computers and between computers and terminals to protect in1orrn~ t ion I ron

interception by wiretapping , or capture and modification at ii] i it ter’J—

nals or computers that could be surreptitiousl y inserted in the svsten: .

Such threats are extraordinaril y and ominousl y coal in computer networks

handling monetary transactions , such as the proposed F1’S. Hi~~t oric a]lv ,

crytographic techniques were developed for concealme nt of natur al language

messages , but the basic princi ples are also app licable for p r o t ’ . - c t i~~n ~f

computer data [36—381. There are -i number of di l , rences , ho~- t v.- r , -tvc ’- n

natural language text and computer data which both en h a n c e  an~ dim in icl the

protection provided . For examp le , d it i in c o m p u t e r s  a re  mc ’s t lv  n u m e r i c a l

values , codes, nam es and addresses of Ind~ ’ld ~ials , r statements in i i t l —

ficial progranmilng languages. These t end to have more uniform character

_ -— —- -- ~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - -~~~- - - - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - - - - ~~- -~~~~ -—— - -~~
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frequency s ta t i s t i cs  than na tu ra l  languages , thus reducing the e f f ec t ive -

ness of such  c r y pt an a l yt ic  processes as f r e q u e n cy  anal yses .  On the  o t h e r

hand , computer data and records tend to have rigid formats , follow strict

syntactic rules , and large amounts of encrypted material are available;

all tend to help cryptanal ytic effor t— ,.

Given such differences and the availability of computers themselves

for cryptanalys is, standard cryptographic techniques are not overl y effec-

t ive  [391. Fortunately, rapidl y decreasing costs of digital hardware

are now making economical new, much more complex and much more effective

techniques , such as the standard encryption algorithm recently proposed by

the National Bureau of Standards [40]. The NBS algorithm operates on

8—byte blocks of data by applying a long sequence of key—dependent substi-

tutions , transpositions, and nonlinear operations to thoroughly mix the

original bits. Its implementation in software is rather inefficient , but

it will be acceptably fast and economical if manufactured as a microelec-

tronic hardware chip using large scale integration (LSI) manufacturing

methods. It is to be expected that future computers will use similar

cryptographic devices to protect information stored in data bases.

Integrity and Auditing

A system of security safeguards is effective only if it is correctl y

designed and implemented , operates correctly thereafter , and is constan tl y

monitored . A major source of vulnerah ilities iii resource—sharing systems

Is the operating system software which may contain hundreds of program

modules and hundreds of thousands o! I n s t r u c t i o n s ,  It is impossible to

des ign and imp lement such systems without risking many desico {liw ~, and

implementation errors. Althoug h a vast majority of such flaws and & ‘r rl s
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will be removed In debugging phases, many will remain undetected for long

periods; indeed , errors are still being found In operating systems that

have been in use as long as ten years. Some flaws may provide a way for

disabling or circumventing the security system by knowledgeable penetra—

tors [31,34] and are, therefore, of special concern .

Software shortcomings are, of course, a general problem in producing

reliable systems , but security requirements add a new dimension. Not

only should programs correctly perform all tasks they are designed f or ,

but they should not do anything they are not intended to do. Verifying

that a program satisfies such a stringent requirement is very difficult ,

and may be possible only by formal correctness proofs. Unfortunately,

very little progress has been made in developing practical program proving

techniques, or of exhaustive testing or verification.

In the absence of totally effective security safeguards in contemporary

computer systems, various auditing procedures are used to discourage the

curious or slightly larcenous users——the expert penetrators will not be

thwarted——and to maintain control over the system [41]. Typically, records

are made of all jobs processed in the system , all log—ons at on—line termi-

nals, accesses to files, exception conditions detected by the system , and

the like. If an audit log is properly designed , it can permit tracing

anamalous user actions in the system and , thus , establish accountability

through ex post facto analysis; moreover , active and dynamic audits can

• intercept a penetration effort in progress.

In present systems, real—time threat monitoring is implemented at a

very primitive level. For example , counts are made of the number of con—

secutive times a user fails to provide a correct password and , if a preset

— ~~~~
_ -— -- ~~~- - -  - --“- - . _  -
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threshold is exceeded , the user is automatically disconnected . More

sophisticated threat monitoring requires an ability to characterize secur—

ity violations in terms of measureable system variables , an ability to

distinguish penetration attempts from other unusual but leg itimate data

process ing ac tivit ies , and the ability to instrument the system to collect

needed information without unacceptable increases in the system ’s over—

head . 

~~~~~~~ - —-- —-- --
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IV. CON CLUDING REMARK S

We have presented a broad overview of privacy and security in computer

systems——two topics important in the design , opera tion, and use of contem—

porary computer systems that will become even more Important in the future.

Space did not permit detailed treatment of technical aspects; these are

available in the cltecf literature.

I’ A ten—year period of alerting the American public to the latent dangers

I’ posed to their individual~,rights and freedoms by computerization of record—

keeping systems has ended with the enactment of the Privacy Act of 1974.

With this landmark legislation , we entered an era of active resolution of

the privacy problem. Extension of privacy protection to record—keeping

systems maintained by criminal justice and law enforcement agencies of

state and local governments , and by private industry and institutions is

the next order of business.

We must recognize , however , that the right of privacy vis—à—vis record—

keeping systems Is not more important than other ind ividual rights that

may be supported and strengthened by the same record—keeping systems. In

many cases the objectives In providin g privacy are in consonance with other

ti ghts , hut at t imes they confl ict. There is a central conflict between

the leg itimate need of p u b l i c  and private institutions for information about

peop le rind the need of individuals to he protected against harmful uses of

inform ation . There  is a l so  a o nt  I i  between an i n d i v i d u a l ’ s desire fo r

p r i v a i v  and s o c i e t y ’ s c o l l e c t i v e  need t o  know about and to oversee govern—

t n t  ‘s op er at i o n s .  Fu r t }wrm orr ’ , s ince  p r i v a c y  sa feguards  can de lay  ac c e s s

t o  In form ati t ri needed fo r  m a k i n g  d e t e r m i n a t i o n s  about an i n d i v i d u a l  or can

j t i c r , ’I s e  t h e  a s s o c i a t e d  c os t s , p r i v a c y  can he in confl ict  even wi th  the

~
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individual ’s own interests. Yet it has been said that “freedom is what

privacy is all about,” and that without privacy protection the very exis-

tence of massive record systems in the government will have a chilling

effect on citizens’ exercise of their rights of freedom of expression and

of petitioning the government. Thus, it will not be easy to strike the

right balance among the many dimensions of this issue. The Privacy Act

of 1974 is a starting point on a learning curve which through amendments ,

court decisions , and new privacy laws, will hopefully lead toward such a

balanced solution. Numerous organizations, study groups, and especially

the Privacy Protection Study Commission established by the Privacy Act of

1974 are working toward this end .

Techniques for providing data security are evolving rapidly, but much

research and development remains to be carried out. At present these efforts

are concentrating on software——the design of provably secure operating sys-

tems or operating system kernels for  Implementing the access control  func t ion .

Attention is also being focused on hardware approaches to security——new

architectures that reduce the need for resource sharing and that provide

special access control hardware. Concepts such as data base machines and

security machines are already emerging. It is almost certainly clear that

a balanced approach between hardware, software, and procedures will provide

the most effective security safeguards.

Legal provisions already exist to require data security in personal

information record—keeping systems. Valuable organizational assets are in—

creasingly represented by records in computer data bases rather than by

hardcopy documents; systems such as the Electronic Fund Transfer offer high

pay—off opportunities for computer crime of various kinds. As statistics

--4
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on computer abuse show, the perpetrators of criminal acts are rapidly
moving upward on a learning curve of their own ; thus , in this environment
It is a serious challenge for the computer profession to devise effective
solutions now. We cannot wait for a leisurely sojourn through the next
25—year segment of the computer era.
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